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1) 

CRIMINAL CHARGES--JOE

Joe may be ch�rged with the following criminal charges (1) conspiracy; (2) robbery; and
the lesser included offenses of (3) battery; ( 4) assault; and (5) larceny.

CONSPIRACY
-A+- c_(L-

Conspiracy is an agreement between tw�r more actors to commit a crime. A conspiracy

0 

/ is formed at the moment of agreement.

./ 

Don asked Joe to keep an eye out on Mick.Joe agreed. Don's wording of what he was
asking Joe to to may be objectively ambiguous, however, Joe perceived this to mean the
literal removal of Mick's eye. It can be inferred that Joe's knowledge of this being an ,..-
�portant job and the fact that he owed several thousand dollars to Don supports that ft'1- , 5
Joe believed he was agreeing to a plan to commit a serious battery against Mick. vi:J, �-

i .-t 1, -, -\ Therefore, a conspiracy was formed upon Joe's agreement to Don's request. ''fl"',; (S
. ,J7 

v\l'' ii'-ROBBERY

Robbery is the caption and asportation of the personal property of another where the true
owner parts with the property by way of force or fear, with the intent to deprive the
owner of the property permanently.

Joe may be charged with a robbery because of the allegation that he took Jane's emerald
\.._ ______,.c......---,,. 

necklace, during his battery against her face, with a dangerous weapon--the corkscrew--
·-----which would also cause apprehension of an imminent threat of force in Mick. The facts

are unclear whether Joe actually did take Jane's necklace. However, because he owed Don
several thousand dollars, it may be inferred that he saw an opportunity to put a dent in the
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debt that he owed to Don, during his stru)ll':� Jane, by taking and selling the necklace 
to repay Don. Even though Joe did notth.ave possession of the necklace, he may have had 
constructive possession if he in fact tossed the necklace somewhere where he would 
know to retrieve it later. 

0 

BATTERY • ;W-Jv-1\
I) 

c,.vY\� � (.,h yvv � 
� -�

I.A

____, t:v'e.--Battery is the una�d harmful or offensive contact with another. '-1 / {-

Jane in the face. This is a serious aggravated battery because it involved a deadly weapon 
\ andcaus�disfigurementofJane'sface.

\Additionally, Joe may be charged with battery for punching Mick in the face. Hitting Mick 
in the face, is a harmful and offensive contact. 
ASSAULT 
Assault is a failed battery or the creation of an apprehension, fear of imminent force or 
threat of force. 
Joe failed in his attempted target crime of serious aggravated battery against Mick.0 £) 
However, this does meet the element for an assault as a failed battery and also in the \ oL 
creation of an apprehension of imminent force. 

Lr \ o LARCENY 
Larceny is the taking and carrying away of the personal property of another with the 
intent to deprive the owner permanently. 
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Facts like the money owed to Don support that Joe may have had the requisite intent to 
deprive Jane of her personal property. 
DEFENSES 
Defense would argue that Don only asked Joe to keep a watchful eye on Mick, not Jane. 

� (._ . Further, as Jane's boss, maybe Don was merely asking Joe to make sure that one of the 

0

regular patrons, Mick, was not harassing Jane. It isn't clear whether or not Don ever told 
(Joe about the suspected affair. So it's reasonable for Don to ask a manager to "keep an
t eye out" on a patron who might be bothering staff. ____ S'b 1�(j

i �c>1 � z. l ,2-; -fz.hl?\A.. � 11 - -------� --· ---z___ ----· ? ( • ---- I --- •• -- -
- -- - - --· ·-. --· -- -------As Mick was walking to Jane's car,Joe may have thought that Mick was trying to kidnap 

< Jane. He may have attacked Mi���l� defense of oth�because he reasonably thought 
\ Jane was about to be the victim of a crime. There arenn't any facts to support that Joe

even was aware of the affair. A reasonably objective person may have believed that f" / r:-another man's wife, getting into a man's car would seem strange. When added the fact that Don had just asked Joe to keep an eye out on Mick, together, it's reasonable thatJoe\3 
L 

may have thought Jane was in danger.
Regarding the theft of the necklace, defense would argue that Joe was not in possession of the necklace. The necklace may have broken and fallen to the ground when Joe missed 
his target of Mick and accidentally came into contact with Jane's face. Defense woudl argue that Joe never intended to harm Jane, in fact he was defending her, and he has no 

✓ 

( idea where the necklace is. Because this occurred at night, it is possible the necklace is on the ground somewhere. Defense woudl argue that Don's orders to Joe were 
reasonable ... just an asking a manager to keep an eye out on a frequent patron who may be harassing the staff O ane.) The fact that Joe referred to these instructions as orders is 

l simply how Joe usually takes orders from the owner of his employment. 
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/fl(.,,, c-- .. �.>�,l -,-- o �J
\ f-

-� 
./ /f WHen Joe hit Mick, it was in self defe�se, as Joe was walking away when Mick

approached him and it is valid self defense because he used reasonable force to defend
against a serious threat because Mick had a gun.

, _______________ 

CRIMINAL CHARGES--MICK
ATTEMPT

0 

Attempt is an�, or a substantial step done in in fur�-=���-�of the target crime. 
t,,Jh ll� � _9.

Mick may be charged with attempted robbery because he held up a gun to Joe and 6--;fj i. 

demanded that Joe put down his wallet onto the ground. Holding the gun to Mick was r:;i,-i,{ l 
threat of force or fear. It is unclear whether or not Joe actually did put his wallet on the �-'1S
ground. Therefore, the facts do not support plain robbery. The absence of whether or not c.,v), ... J, ... 

9 Joe put the wallet on the ground and whether or not Mick picked up the wallet mean that
\ the charge can only be for attempt of the target crime.

ROBBERY
✓ / \.,/"Robbery is the caption and asportation of the personal property of another where the true

owner parts with the property by way of force or fear, with the intent to deprive the
owner of the property permanently.
ASSAULT

----,, -

Assault is a failed battery or the creation of an apprehension, fear of imminent force or
threat of force.
Holding the gun up to Mick created a apprehension of imminent threat of force.
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LARCENY 
Larceny is the taking and carrying away of the personal property of another with the intent to deprive the owner permanently. 
Absent other facts as to the motive for Mick demanding Joe put his wallet on the ground, we may reasonably infer that the only cause for this would be to deprive the owner of his wallet, permanently. 

,_ ...... > DEFENSES�
� �v-v--p-Jv-1"��� Defense might vance an argument that Mick held up his gun to Joe in self defense and defense of his friend. They are both valid defenses because Joe's violent attack created an apprehension of immediate, imminent force. Defense might also argue that Mick merely wanted Joe to put his wallet on the ground so that he could get an ID for the person that just attacked his friend, Jane. �-----,,--�- { L:s I CRIMINAL CHARGES--DON 

ACCOMPLICE LIABILITY 
0- C-v;�

�
::f 

Don asked Joe to Keep an eye out on Mick, which prosecution may argue was a planned 
CONSPIRACY 

{v-J;. vv agreement with Joe to cause physical harm or disfigurement to Mick, the suspected lover 
��� \vi"'' of Don's wife, Jane. Don kne"'. Joe was an intelligent and violent person, and it is
}-J v reasonable to think that Don deliberately left his comments ambiguous to Joe, in an 
Lo,\. attempt to avoid his own culpability, fully knowingJoe would interpret them in a violentway. Therefore, Don may be charged with conspiracy to commit aggravated battery. 
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PINKERTON RULE 

Under the Pinkerton Rule, all accomplices are liable for any foreseeable crimes committed 

in furtherance of the target crime. Under this theory, all of Joe's criminal charges (above) 

extend to Don. 

DEFENSES 

Defense would advance an argument that Don never specifically ordered Joe to do 

anything other than keep an eye out on a patron that was frequently seen near another 

employee at the bar. Defense woudl argue that Don woudl never intend to harm his own 

wife or maim her face, nor steal her necklace. 

END OF EXAM 
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2) 

1. Clem (C) , in relation to the death of Blake (B)

Burglary is the unlawful breaking and entering the property of another with the intent to 

commit a felony or theft. Here, C committed a constructive breaking when he entered the 

0 

Safe and Speedy with an unlawful purpose. His intent was to rob the business. -::::- _/ 
-·· __ ... --····-- L'.;.v•�- A:lf"&�: 

Robbery is the taking and carrying away the property of ar,.6fher from their person or ! 
possession through force or fear. Here, C was attempting to steal the money and bonds 

'--------·- '--------

from the safe at Safe & Speedy.B and C used guns and ordered the cashier to unlock the 

vault which is both force and fear. 
(-f--Ft-L 

Homicide is the killing of one human being by another. Here, the Safe & Speedy cashier 

shot and killed B. 

Causation: To be culpable for murder, actual and proximate causation must be proved 

beyond a reasonable doubt. Actual causation is the "but for" the actions of the defendant, 

the victim would not have been killed. In this case, the cashier was the actual cause of B's 

death. However, the proximate cause is C and the other members of the conspiracy 
..,__ _______ �---

because being shot in the commission of the robbery was a foreseeable consequence. 
'------·····-·· "'---------· ----------L.... 

Additionally, the felony murder rule imputes causation onto B (see below). 
-·

Murder is the unlawful killing of a human being with malice aforethought. Malice is 

proved through express malice, the intent to kill as evidenced by words or use of a deadly 

weapon, or through implied malice. Implied malice is proved one or more of three ways: 

through 1) intent to cause great bodily injury; 2) wanton, willful disregard for human life; 

or 3) the felony murder rule (FMR). Felony murder is first degree murder and is a killing 

that occurs during the attempt, commission, or flight from an enumerated felony or in 
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some jurisdictions, another inherently dangerous felony. The enumerated felonies are burglary, arson, rape, robbery, and kidnapping. Here, a burglary was committed and a robbery was attempted. The killing does not have to be committed by one of the defendants, a killing by �e':.1;�-_!i'y,olved in the crime falls under FMR also. Here, the cashier shot B as he was atteepted to flee from the attempted r�bbery. ThereforeFMR would apply. ----\ ? d f /::_; �t � f v ( e.....
Defenses: There aren't any apparent defenses available to Clem. � 

---

Conclusion: Clem is criminally liable for the death of Blake. 
2. Clem (C), in relation to the death of Alex (A)
Homicide/ Causation/Murder 

In this case, the cause of the homicide is more direct. C is the actual and proximate cause 1 '------------------·'--- -----/ , of A's death beca���e �-���- Here, express malice murder in the fir�t degree wouldj J be a potential charge for C. That is the premeditated, deliberate, intent to kill. The/ premeditation doesn't have a specific time frame--any time that allows for deliberate 
-� I · action can be enough. Here, C, mad at A for ruining their plans, cursed A, drew his gun, ( l J>< and shot and killed A. If it can't be proven in court that the killing was deliberate and 

\0 premeditated, express malice with intent to kill would be an alternate theory because Cused a deadly weapon. If his curses toward A included a death threat, that would also go toward the intent to kill. 
Defenses: C will likely argue that his actions were not premeditated in order to be culpable with second degree murder instead of first. Even though he was angry, heat of ( passion cannot be a defense because he was a cause of the situation and being a�at an 

'----------·---------- -------�---·-.. ------c�--accomplice would not be a legally adequate provocation. 

0 

� • ............... � ��........__._,..������� 
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Conclusion: Clem is criminally liable for the death of Alex. 

3. Duke, in relation to the death of Alex

Conspiracy is an agreement between two or more people to commit an unlawful act. 
Under common law, only an agreement, or meeting of the minds was necessary, but 
modernly, most jurisdictions also require an overt act by one of the members of the 
conspiracy. Here, our fact pattern tells us that Alex, Blake, Clem, and Duke had planned 
to rob Safe & Speedy for several weeks from which we can infer that they all agreed with 
the plan. Additionally, driving to the location with guns provides the overt act. The 
importance of the conspiracy in this situation is that all members of the conspiracy 
become liable for the actions of all the other members. 

'------·---·--······-·-------------· 

Accomplice liability: all members of the conspiracy are culpable for crimes committed 
in furtherance of the conspiracy or any other foreseeable crimes committed by their co

j' conspirators. Although A's killing would not be in furtherance of the conspiracy, armed
robbery is an inherently dan erous activity and it is not outside of the scope of 

___ ..---..__ L------, ,� 

foreseeability that one of the accomplices would be killed, even if at the hands of another 
accomplice. 

Defenses: Duke will most likely argue that C killing A was so far outside the scope of the 
planned crimes that accomplice liability doesn't apply. 

Conclusion: The prosecution might file homicide related charges against Duke under the 
theory of accomplice liability. 

4. Duke, in relation to the death of Blake

Murder: FMR (see #2) Duke could be liable for felony murder for exactly the the same 
reason as Clem. 
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Conclusion: Duke is criminally liable for the death of Blake under the felony murder rule. 

ENDOFEXAM 
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